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Effect of magnetic geometry on ELM heat flux profiles
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Abstract

In this paper we explore how precisely the magnetic up/down symmetry must be controlled

to insure sharing of edge localized mode (ELM) heat flux between upper and lower diverters in a

double-null tokamak. We show for DIH-D, using infrared thermography, that the spatial

distribution of Type-I ELM energy is less strongly affected by variations in magnetic geometry

than is the time-averaged peak heat flux in attached discharges. The degree of control necessary

to share ELM heat flux deposition equally between diverters was less stringent than the control

needed to balance the time averaged heat flux. ELM energy is transported more than four times

further into the scrape-off layer than the time-averaged heat flux.
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1. Introduction

In future high-power tokamaks a prominent design consideration is coping with ELM heat

flux on the divertor plate. If the ELM energy flux exceeds 1.5 MJ/m2, ablation of the divertor

plate will be unacceptably high [ 1]. One strategy is to make a double-null tokamak and attempt

to share the ELM heat flux between the upper and lower diverters. However, the sharing of the

ELM heat flux between the upper and lower diverters is strongly affected by the magnetic

balance between the diver-tots.



In DIII–D, the up-down magnetic balance is expressed by the quantity dr~Ep, which is the

radial distance at the outer midplane between the two flux surfaces connected to the two nulls. A

large negative value of dr~~p represents a lower single null, a large positive value represents an

upper single null, and drsm = O represents a magnetically balanced double-null.

The benefits of sharing heat flux between two diverters apply to the time averaged heat flux

as well as the ELM heat flux. The magnetic control required to achieve heat flux sharing is a

critical part of the design for a high-power tokamak with double-null divertor configuration, or

with a secondary null which could direct significant heat flux to the nearby wall [2]. We

investigated whether the sharing of ELM heat flux required the same degree of magnetic control.

Thk is of particular concern in the ITER device in which the planned poloidal field coils are

outside the toroidal field coils.

2. Experimental method
.

We changed the up-down magnetic balance drSEp between upper and lower diverters and

observed the effect on the distribution of ELM heat flux on divertor surfaces. The vafue of drs~p

was varied from one discharge to the next, or within a single discharge. We used ELMing

H–mode discharges with plasma current of 1.4 MA, toroidal field of 2.0 T, ion VB drift

downward, and core density approximately 5x1013 m-3.

Heat flux was measured using infrared thermography with two cameras, one viewing the

upper divertor and the other viewing the. lower dlvertor. The heat flux protlles on the surface

were calculated from the surface temperature data using a method similar to that discussed in

previous publications [3,4]. From the heat flux profiles we cafcrdated the energy deposited on the

surface by integrating the profiles over the. time of the ELM.

The camera views and divertor geometry are shown in Fig. 1. The cameras are actually at

two different toroidal locations, but are shown on the same cross-section for simplicity. Each

camera gives smfacc temperature profiles with a time resolution of 125 W.



3. Analysfs

We used the energy deposited by an ELM to calculate the energy balance ratio between the

uPPer and lower ~lvertors m RE = (EUP – EloW)/(EuP + E,OW).Here EUP and EIOWare the energies

deposited on the upper and lower divertor plates respectively by an ELM. This value approaches

unity for an upper single-null and – 1 for a lower single-null. The ELM energies are obtained by

integrating the surface heat flux over the radial profile and over the duration of the ELM, and

assuming toroidal symmetry.

In Fig. 2 we plot RE versus drSEp for ELMs, along with the ratio of time averaged peak heat

fluxes calculated in a similar way: ~ = (quP – qloW)/(qup + qlow) for attached and detached

discharges. We use qup and qlow to denote the time-averaged heat flux at the peak of the profile

on the upper and lower divertor plates respectively. The energy balance ratio RE is plotted on the

left axis and the peak heat flux ratio ~ is plotted on the right axis. The curves are hyperbolic

tangent fits to the data. &

Notice that the ELM energy ratio varies much more slowly with drSEp than the attached peak

heat flux ratio, but is similar to the dependence of detached peak heat flux on drs,gp. The scale

length of the transition from downward heat flux to upward heat flux for the attached discharges

(0.4 cm) is similar to the scale length for heat flux penetration into the scrape off layer of

0.5-0.6 cm [5]. The dr.s~p scale length to change the ELM energy flux deposition is much larger

at 1.9 cm. For comparison, the dr.sEp scale length for the detached time averaged peak heat flux

is 2.2 cm [6].

Two factors are most important in preventing RE from reaching –1 or +1. First, the ELM

energy deposition still shows some energy in the upper dlvertor when drSEp is biased downward.

This is primarily because of heat deposited on the edge of the upper pump baffle. The flux

surface that is 4 cm from the separatrix when mapped to the midplane did not clear this baffle

completely even for large negative vahres of dr~~p. Secondly, The shape of the curve is also



affected by the fact that not all of the inner strike point heat flux in the lower divertor was within

the field of view of the camera. We estimate that this contributes a few percent error to RE.

Figure 3 shows heat flux profiles as a function of time for a single ELM in the lower and

uPPer diverter. AISO shown me the corresponding geometries of the tile surfaces in the diverters.

The positions where the separatrix intersects the plate are shown as dotted lines. For this

discharge dr~~p = –2.2 cm and ~ = -0.35. Even though this is a downward magnetic bias we

see residual heat on the edge of the upper baffle. We also see the inner lower strike point profile

cut off by the edge of the field of view of the camera. Most of the heat is deposited in the lower

divertor for this large negative drsEp.

The overali heat flux profile in the lower divertor is quite broad. However, we see from the

profiles that the peak ELM heat flux does not appear in the private flux region. The observation

is consistent with what we expect from the magnetic geometry, with heat primarily flowing

along field lines. The conformity of the deposition profiles to the expected positions is evidence

that the magnetic flux surfaces are not moving drastically during ELMs in DIII–D.

Figure 4 shows similar heat flux profiles for an ELM during an upward biased discharge. The

contrast and brightness have been expanded for the lower divertor image. We see very little heat

flux in the lower divertor. In the upper divertor the heat flux is again localized near the edge of

the outer baffle at major radius R= 138 cm.

In Figs. 5 and 6 we show energy flux profiles in the lower divertor and upper divertor

respectively for vahres of drs.Ep ranging from -3.8 cm to +3.4 cm. For the largest positive values

of drSEp the energy flux profile in tbe lower divertor near the separatrix nearly vanishes. There is

some residual energy flux far from the separatrix. We also see in these profiles where the inner

lower energy flux profile was cut off by the edge of the field of view of the camera.

In the upper divertor profiles we see that for large negative vafues of dr SEP the peak energy

flux is greatly reduced at both the inner and outer strike points. For large positive values of

dIS.EP, the heating is peaked near the pump baffle, rather than the broad profile seen in the lower



divertor. The reason for this difference is not yet completely understood, but seems to depend on

the presence of the baffle.

In both the upper and lower divertor the heating near the separatrix is most strongly affected

by the change in dr~~p. This is because the flux surfaces near the separatrix change relative

position at the midplane when dr~~p is changed. As the heat flux diffuses outward from the main

plasma, heat will be dkected primarily along the first flux surfaces encountered which connect

with a divertor. The flux surfaces farther uut which are connected to the other divertor receive

less of the heat and so conduct less heat to the corresponding divertor.



4. Conclusions

We find that the ELM heat penetrates more than four times farther into the scrape off layer

than the time averaged heat flux. A correspondingly greater change in drs~p is necessary to

direct the ELM heat flux to the opposite divertor. This means a less precise control system can

still exert adequate control over the ELM heat flux balance, compared tothe precision required

for balancing the time averaged heat flux between two diverters. This bodes well for those future

double-null tokamaks that cannot exert fine control over dr~~p.
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F@-e Captions

Fig. 1. Infrared cmeraviews anddlveflf>r geometV. Thedashed lines show theview of the

lower divertor, and the dotted lines depict the view of the upper divertor. The cameras are

actually located at different toroidal positions.

Fig.2. a) ELM Energy balance ratio versus drS~p and b)heatflux balance ratio versus dr~Ep for

peak attached heat flux (time-averaged), and peak detached heat flux (time-averaged). The

curves arehyperbolic tangent fits. The qualitative behavior of the ELMenergy with varying

drSEp issitilm tothetime-averaged attached pe&heat flux, butthescale length tochmge from

one divertor to the other is much greater, and similar to the detached time-averaged peak heat

flux.

Fig.3. Heat flux profiles versus time forasingle ELMinthe lower andupper diveflor. The

corresponding tile structures in the diverters are also shown. This discharge was magnetically

biased downward.
●

Fig. 4. Heat flux profiles versus time for an upward biased discharge. The divertor structures are

also shown. The brightness and contrast were expanded for the lower divertor image.

Fig. 5. Lower dlvertor energy flux protiles for various values of dr,$Ep. The separatrix locations

are shown. For the largest positive dr.$Ep the energy flux near the separatrix nearly vanishes.

Fig. 6. Upper cfivertor energy flux profiles for various values of dr~,qp. The locations of the

separatrix and the edge of the upper pump baffle are shown. For large drsEp, the heating is

peaked near the pump baffle, rather than the broad profile seen in the lower divertor.
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